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Global Trends in Pension ReformGlobal Trends in Pension Reform

Latin AmericaLatin America
Centr. & East. EuropeCentr. & East. Europe
OECDOECD

SubSub--Saharan AfricaSaharan Africa

Move from social insurance 
towards private pension 
arrangements (mostly DC)

Move from funded, DC 
schemes to PAYG social 
insurance schemes



The LiteratureThe Literature
SocioSocio--economic issues:economic issues:

population agingpopulation aging
fiscal sustainabilityfiscal sustainability
intergenerational equityintergenerational equity

Theoretical explanations:Theoretical explanations:
1. Diffusion theories: global policy actors, especially the Worl1. Diffusion theories: global policy actors, especially the World d 
Bank, set, control and move the agenda in pensionBank, set, control and move the agenda in pension--reforming reforming 
countries (Orenstein, 2005; countries (Orenstein, 2005; HeniszHenisz et alet al. 2004; . 2004; QueisserQueisser, 2000), 2000)

2. Neo2. Neo--institutionalism and path dependence approaches to pension institutionalism and path dependence approaches to pension 
reform suggest that the extensiveness and level of maturity of areform suggest that the extensiveness and level of maturity of a
pension program constitute formidable obstacles for reforms due pension program constitute formidable obstacles for reforms due to to 
fixed cost and beneficiary resistance (Myles & Pierson, 2001)fixed cost and beneficiary resistance (Myles & Pierson, 2001)



Can the literature we have explain Can the literature we have explain 
pension reforms in SSA countries?  pension reforms in SSA countries?  

--------probably not because: probably not because: 
1.1. The focus has been on only countries that are moving from The focus has been on only countries that are moving from 

defined benefit (DB) plans to (DC) plans, and those adding defined benefit (DB) plans to (DC) plans, and those adding 
DC to existing schemes and not on DC to existing schemes and not on ““general pension reforms general pension reforms 
irrespective of reform path.irrespective of reform path.””

2.2. Diffusion theories, in particular, do not tell us anything Diffusion theories, in particular, do not tell us anything 
about policy processes in the domestic policy environment.about policy processes in the domestic policy environment.

3.3. Pension reform experiences in SSA countries are not only Pension reform experiences in SSA countries are not only 
different, they are largely ignored in the literaturedifferent, they are largely ignored in the literature



QuestionsQuestions
1. What explains the shift to defined benefit PAYG plans in 1. What explains the shift to defined benefit PAYG plans in 
EnglishEnglish--speaking SSA countries against maintaining their speaking SSA countries against maintaining their 
postpost--independence defined contributions schemes that already independence defined contributions schemes that already 
reflect predominant thinking in pension reforms since the reflect predominant thinking in pension reforms since the 
1990s? 1990s? 

Did EnglishDid English--speaking SSA countries make an active decision speaking SSA countries make an active decision 
against World Bank option?against World Bank option?

3. How was such a major shift from DC to DB PAYG social 3. How was such a major shift from DC to DB PAYG social 
insurance schemes possible in Englishinsurance schemes possible in English--speaking SSA speaking SSA 
countries? This is both :countries? This is both :

----an institutional transformationan institutional transformation--oriented andoriented and
------a processa process--oriented questionoriented question



MethodologyMethodology

QualitativeQualitative
Content analysisContent analysis

SemiSemi--structured facestructured face--to face elite interview in to face elite interview in 
GhanaGhana

SemiSemi--Structured phone interview in other SSA Structured phone interview in other SSA 
countriescountries



How can we explain SSA countriesHow can we explain SSA countries’’ choice of a choice of a 
different pension path from the rest of the world?different pension path from the rest of the world?

Contextualize the socioContextualize the socio--economic pressures against economic pressures against 
which reforms are taking place globallywhich reforms are taking place globally

Examine closely the SSAExamine closely the SSA’’s unique socios unique socio--economic economic 
pressures:pressures:

breakdown of traditional family carebreakdown of traditional family care
impact of structural adjustment program on DC plansimpact of structural adjustment program on DC plans



Did SSA resist the World BankDid SSA resist the World Bank’’s s 
advise on Pension Reforms?advise on Pension Reforms?

Need to examine the policy environment at the time of pension Need to examine the policy environment at the time of pension 
reforms in SSA countries:reforms in SSA countries:

ISSA/ILOISSA/ILO--------promoting defined benefit PAYG schemespromoting defined benefit PAYG schemes
World BankWorld Bank--------promoting pension privatization and promoting pension privatization and 
defined contributions plansdefined contributions plans

““Policymakers who hear conflicting claims about the effectivenessPolicymakers who hear conflicting claims about the effectiveness
of a particular policy will often give greater credence to the vof a particular policy will often give greater credence to the views iews 
of the more powerful actorof the more powerful actor…….due to the latter.due to the latter’’s ability to make s ability to make 
available or take away the resources they controlavailable or take away the resources they control”” (Madrid, 2005 (Madrid, 2005 
pp. 29pp. 29--30).30).

In SSA, however, greater credence was given to the less powerfulIn SSA, however, greater credence was given to the less powerful
actors (ISSA/ILO)actors (ISSA/ILO)
WHY?WHY?



Domestic Policy ProcessDomestic Policy Process



Institutional TransformationInstitutional Transformation——
From DC to DBFrom DC to DB

Converting fully funded defined contribution Converting fully funded defined contribution 
pension plans to PAYG defined benefit plans pension plans to PAYG defined benefit plans 
is politically advantageous in the sense that it is politically advantageous in the sense that it 
provides an opportunity to use the accumulated provides an opportunity to use the accumulated 
savings to fund benefits in the transition as a savings to fund benefits in the transition as a 
shortshort--term cost saving measure term cost saving measure 



I am grateful to SEDAP I am grateful to SEDAP 
supporting this research in supporting this research in 

various ways.various ways.


